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By Cynda Douglas

“Something in us is drawn toward what we are ashamed of being drawn toward,”  (Williams 17).  American newspaper columnist George F. Will wrote this statement in a Washington Post column, his proclamation echoing an intrinsic human impulse to gravitate toward things that we are not necessarily proud to admit captivate us.  Humans are inclined to read, listen to, and collect things that are curious, sometimes funny, and even macabre.  On occasion, we can explain our fascination.  At other times, however, we uphold Will’s remarks that we are simply “drawn” to something, while simultaneously are embarrassed by it.  One of these things that Americans have gravitated toward for over two centuries has been the hillbilly archetype.  One only need to travel through tourist attractions in Appalachia to find a bevy of trinkets, ashtrays, lighters, tins, ceramic figures, placemats, and more items than one could dream of – all adorned with the classic American hillbilly.  These are the baubles and knick-knacks that we are drawn to because they are kitsch in their caricature of the bucolic bumpkin.  However, what is the real fascination with this odd, often cartoonish backwoods figure?  There is not one simple answer as to why our chagrined fascination of the hillbilly exists and why outdated stereotypes are still propagated to this day.  What is important to understand, however, is that we must identify with our past in order to embrace our present and prepare for the future.  The Appalachian hillbilly in no different.  It is an iconic symbol that is often misunderstood but a significant one that should be preserved rather than disdained.
In the late 1700s, the figure of the hillbilly was more commonly known as the “rural rube” (Harkins 14) and was not specific to Appalachia.  This term was later akin to nicknames like “Yankee Doodle” and “Deuteronomy Dutiful,” which were appellations meant to identify social images of people who held a certain animosity for the 19th century spread of both slavery and the Industrial Revolution. Writers and cartoonists depicted these “rubes” as old-fashioned folks who dressed in ill-fitted clothes, talked in peculiar dialects, and wore “masks of foolishness” to hide their personal and political values (Harkins 14).  In the late 18th to mid-19th centuries, the rural “bumpkin” began to become known as the ”hillbilly.” There is a conjectured etymology that traces the term back to Ireland’s King William III, whose protestant supporters became known as Billy’s Boys.  Since a large portion of Appalachia is inhabited by the protestant Scotch-Irish, who migrated to the area in order to seek independence amongst the hills and mountains, it is believed the word “hillbilly” extends from this historical antecedent. 
Prior to the Civil War, Appalachians were seldom heard of in the outside world and when they were spoken of, they were commonly known as the “mountain whites,” the “highlanders,” or the “southern whites” (although the latter term is less frequently used today). The ideal of the “mountain white” started with the Anglo frontiersmen, many of whom were of the Lutheran and Presbyterian faiths.  Their traditional beliefs were reflected in their simplistic lifestyles and rural habits.  Theirs was a natural assimilation; after all, many of the Scottish and Irish were rural country dwellers before they came to America.  Because of the remoteness, people who trekked to, and settled within, the mountains became fiercely independent in their lifestyles.  Communities were commonly small and scattered within the mountain range; thus, Appalachians were not only cut off from the outside world but oftentimes from each other as well.  This lifestyle created a type of self-reliance that still exists in pockets of the region today. Famed for his journals and research, early twentieth-century author James Kephart explains that these characteristics are part of the lure of the mountaineer figure: “In the beginning, isolation was forced upon the mountain folk; they accepted it as inevitable and bore it with stoical fortitude until in time they came to love solitude for its own sake and to find compensations in it for lack of society” (380).
This spirit of individualism and isolation thrived in Appalachia during the Civil War period, and it was during this point in time that many inhabitants of the more mountainous regions withdrew from the war and maintained personal lifestyles that reflected their beliefs in free will.  While many Appalachians certainly found themselves embroiled in the warfare of the states, others strived for the autonomy that they had found amongst the valleys and hills of the mountains. In part, this is why Appalachia became a diversely populated area.  People embraced the mountain sense of distinctiveness and self-sufficiency.  The territory hosted many immigrants from Germany, Scotland, Ireland, Italy, and Eastern European countries like Yugoslavia and Hungary, as well as a population of African Americans and Native Americans.  Despite this salmagundi of cultures, the out-migration during the Twentieth Century to industrial cities, as well as social and economic instability associated with logging and coal industries, portrayed Appalachians to others as poor and backwoods – outsiders, rebels – people who went against status quo.  These perceptions lent themselves to many derogatory terms over the years: white trash, corn-cracker, redneck, and more. By the Twentieth Century the standard definition of hillbilly was part of the American experience.  But, it was the New York Journal that printed the first article that addressed, specifically, the iconic hillbilly.  Described as a “free and untamed white citizen” who lives in the “hills, has no means to speak of, dresses as he cares, talks as he pleases, drinks whiskey when he gets it, and fires his revolver as the fancy takes him” (Green 8), the backwoods, uneducated Appalachian hillbilly was born. When the hillbilly was delineated for the nation, both its popularity and degradation became ingrained in Americana. Hillbillies have been seen as yokels and jokes, as muses for novels, plays, movies, and sitcoms.  They have been laughed at, while also pitied for their meager existence.
Over the years, many of the disparaging terms that paved the way for the New York Journal’s definition have been reappropriated by some and worn as badges of class pride.  A number of Appalachians have embraced the term hillbilly as an oppositional, direct defiance against the hegemonic middle class culture.  As a direct result of the cultural construct and ideology of the “hillbilly,” other character constructs, like the mountaineer, have been built (Harkins 4).  Kephart explains the stereotypical mountaineer, believed to be analogous to the hillbilly, in the following way:
Those who would help them must do so in perfectly frank and kindly way, showing always genuine interest in them but never a trace of patronizing condescension.  As quick as a flash, the mountaineer will recognize and resent the intrusion of any such spirit, and will refuse even what he sorely needs if he detects in the accents or the demeanor of the giver any indication of an air of superiority. (283) 

Since the history and true origins of the hillbilly, the mountaineer, or any of the other interchangeable stereotypes, are murky and unclear, one largely upheld belief is that the origination of the hillbilly culture is a direct result of the people who settled the mountains. No matter one’s certainty on how the icon came into existence, it cannot be denied that a curiosity of its character is ever thriving.  
The hillbilly image is one that has elicited a wide range of responses since its inception.  Depicted in many ways that are viewed as stereotypical, some find the typecasts of the Appalachian hillbilly to be harmful and regrettable.  This is not true for everyone, however.  As a professor at Appalachian State University in North Carolina, J.W. Williamson has been devoted to the study of the hillbilly representation.  In his book Hillbillyland, Williamson summarizes what many Appalachians, and their fellow Americans, feel about the iconic image:  “My assumption is that the hillbilly mirrors us [society], and like most mirrors, he can flatter, frighten, and humiliate” (2).  
The image of the hillbilly as representative of a “fool” has its foundations, likewise, in its English heritage.  With its roots extending as far back to the Roman Empire, the idea of the fool was associated with royal entertainment and with the notion of society having a comedic scapegoat.  Williamson describes the perception of the entertaining fool as “visually stigmatized  . . . visual chaos as a fitting accompaniment to mental to chaos” (22).  The European culture also used the concept of the fool as a means for entertainment, a reminder of humility to the common public.  Much like the hillbilly is seen as the foolish mirror image of us, the original European view of the fool as a mirror image emerged during the 15th century.  When the ancestors of Appalachia came to America, they embraced the instability of the mountains, while their fellow Americans sought to conform to privileges and to a hierarchy.  Williamson explains that what happened to the Appalachians is that they became the American hillbilly fools and that they ultimately came to represent an “opposition” (27).
At the heart of the nature of the Appalachian is resistance, particularly resistance to change.  How people view that resistance depends on the type of hillbilly they have been exposed to.  Some, like Kephart, who chose to live amongst Appalachians, viewed mountaineers and hillbillies as following a “mountain code of conduct {that} is a curious mixture of savagery and civility” (267).  Others have gained their insight from pop culture that dates back to the early Twentieth Century.  As early as 1904, motion pictures began to depict the mountain way of life.  Harkins notes that more than 400 movies were set in the Appalachian mountains by 1920, and the films often fed viewers what they were hungry for:  feuding and fighting.  One of the most popular movies was simply titled The Moonshiner and had over 200 murders in its plotline.  Even in the early 1900s, film and literature complimented each other; thus, many writers began to construct formulaic stories of mountain people and their family feuds, sexual conquests, defiance of bureaucratic society, and rivalry.  This popularity began to flourish in joke books and local journals and regional writing.  However, as mass media began to promote the concept of these “thick-headed yokels or savage feudists” (Harkins 69), the need for hillbilly characters that could provide both positive and negative reflections was growing.
It was not until the Depression Era, however, that so many Americans realized the friend that they had in the hillbilly.  The entire nation was in economic distress, and the hillbilly emerged as a complex mirror image of the attitudes and emotions of the period.  Popular cartoonists like Paul Webb, who found fame amongst publications like Esquire, began to feed the nation with humorous, and often unflattering, images of Appalachian men, women, and children.  They provided a comic relief from the reality of instable times. In his book, Williamson outlines the illustrations that showed hillbillies lining up outside of outhouses to vote, using punch lines that included cannibalism (that hillbillies would eat their own children out of hunger), implications of incest, and the list was endless.  The images began to create quite a stir in the mountains because as the media latched on to these purported atrocities, investigations began; mercy plans were implemented in order to wipe out the illiteracy, abuse, incest, drunkenness, violence, filthiness, and poverty.  
During the post World War II period, the emergence of the hillbilly once again became strong in movies, which used attention demanding titles like Mountain Justice, a story about a woman convicted for disobeying her savage father.  What was different this time, however, was that more affluent companies were beginning to capitalize off of the icon.  Even Walt Disney did a hillbilly sketch in the 1946 cartoon Make Mine Music, in which lazy, disheveled hillbillies feud, while a musical hillbilly ballad accompanies their antics.  This was also the time that lovable hillbillies like the symbolic Ma and Pa Kettle hit the media, as well.  However, as with all good things, the originality of the hillbilly began to wear out and the once colorful folk images of the mountain people became played out.  It was not until the 1960s, when the hillbillies came into the living rooms across America, that the stereotype became popular once again.  Via television, people were exposed to lazy, moonshinin’ hillbilly counterparts through the clean ol’ fashioned fun of The Andy Griffith Show and The Beverly Hillbillies.  On a weekly basis, Americans watched as their mountaineer fools reflected society’s effort to adjust to the new times and cultures.  From that time on, the hillbilly customs have given audiences as diverse a range of identities as ever.  With films like Deliverance and television classics like The Waltons, the image has embodied many varieties.
These images have elicited many responses:  one response has been avid anger; a second has been to embrace the strong nature of the hillbilly and acknowledge that outsiders have simply distorted the image; the third has been initial relecutance to the typecasts, yet understanding that they create a feigned interest in outsiders, which creates interest in tourism to the Appalachian region.  The wide array of reactions only concretes the fact that the meaning and image is very fluid.  Even today, the term is constantly reconceptualized and redefined.  For example, take the highly publicized reality show Here Comes Honey Boo Boo.  In her 2012 Slate article titled Here Comes the Hillbilly, Again, Michelle Dean writes that one thing is clear with the popularity of that reality show (as well as others like Duck Dynasty):  the hillbilly has once again reclaimed the spotlight in America.  The article is rooted in socio-cultural criticism, but at the center of Dean’s words is what we began with in this paper:  We are drawn toward what we are ashamed of being drawn toward.  As humans, we know stereotypes; we perpetuate them.  We happily embody them yet anger quickly if someone treads too far on our self-perception. As Dean writes:
No matter where an alleged country bumpkin comes from, he will be derided 
for his crass behavior. And such ridicule has always been politically coded: The hillbilly figure allows middle-class white people to offload the venality and sin of the nation onto some other constituency, people who live somewhere—anywhere—else. The hillbilly’s backwardness highlights the progress more upstanding Americans in the cities or the suburbs have made. These fools haven’t crawled out of the muck . . . because they don’t want to.

Hillbillies are a paradox.  The road carved for (and by) the hillbilly stereotype is a long and crooked one.  And, as Dean states, it is one that some are completely comfortable in walking.  It is a pathway that fills outsiders with fear, some truth, a lot of misunderstanding, and quite a bit of humor.  Despite its contradictions, the truth is that America needs the hillbilly as much as the hillbilly needs America and all of its incongruous stereotypes.
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